
On Your Marks, Forget-Sweat, Go! - Study
Proves Riding An e-Bike Reduces Sweat By
300%
·         E-Bike commuters sweat three times less, compared to normal bike riders

·         With an average heart rate 63 beats lower than a regular bike, e-Bike riders

showed the ability to commence work right away

The recent hot weather across Europe has given many people the chance to exercise outdoors,

or change their commute from a journey in a stuffy train to a speedy cycle to work. However,

with exercise, comes the dreaded side effect - sweat. Dark patches, a whiffy wardrobe and a

tsunami of moisture are just a few factors that can turn a cycle trip to work into a commuter

conundrum. Even with showers at the office, there is the hassle of lugging activewear and work

attire in a bag as well as the awkward airing out of pungent garments.

A scientific study at a Formula One testing facility commissioned by cycling component

manufacturer, Shimano, has revealed just how beneficial e-bikes can be to those looking for a

sweat-free cycle commute.

Electric bikes (e-bikes for short) have become more and more popular over the past few years.

They can provide a quicker and easier way for commuters to get around, appealing to cycling

fans from all backgrounds, whether they are new riders trying two wheels out for the first time,

or experienced riders keen to take advantage of motor support.

One of the first studies to directly measure the difference in sweat rate between a e-Bike and

regular bike, the research project also aimed to investigate the differing levels of exertion

experienced during an average cycling commute in a European city. Six participants rode for 30

minutes in a heat chamber set to 28ºC, once on a SHIMANO STEPS E6100 powered e-Bike and

once on a regular bike. Their heart rate, core body temperature, rating of perceived exertion

(RPE), power output and sweat volume, measured by pre-and post-weight, were recorded.

The standout results from the research project were:

·         Participants on the e-Bike sweated 3.1 times (350ml) less than on the regular bike

·         Participants on the e-Bike had an average finishing heart rate 63 beats lower than the

regular bike.



·         Participants on the regular bike had a core body temperature rise of 0.9ºC more than on

the e-Bike.

Following the e-Bike test, participants showed little or no sweat patches on their clothing as well

as low physiological stress. Whereas after the regular bike test, participants had drenched

clothing due to a large sweat volume and a high exertion rate.

The key differences between participants at the end of the e-Bike and regular bike tests were:

·         Average RPE*: 1.6 (e-Bike) classed as ‘light to easy’ vs 4.1 (regular bike) ‘classed as hard’

·         Average core temperature: 37.5ºC (e-Bike) vs 38.4ºC (regular bike)

Commenting on the study, Shimano’s Pieter Vincent says “This study shows how perfect e-

bikes are for riding in our towns and cities. By using bikes with our SHIMANO STEPS E6100

system riders can remain cool, calm and sweat-free, plus arrive at their destinations quicker

and more refreshed than many other forms of transport.”

Sports Science Agency’s lead scientist Jack Wilson says, “The main findings of this study show

that using an e-Bike as opposed to a regular bike, commuters can complete their ride to work

without concerns regarding sweat and physiological strain. It’s fair to hypothesize that the

benefits of exercise remain and that e-bikes may be a good introduction to those who feel

they’re not sufficiently fit enough to attempt to cycle to work.”

For those looking to keep up their cycle commute, but want to avoid the side effects of a sweaty

cycle to work, it’s been shown that e-bikes are a practical way of arriving at work far less hot,

sweaty and fatigued whilst still achieving the physical and mental benefits of exercising and

avoiding the stresses of public transport.

 

NOTES TO EDITORS
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1.       Images: Studio and lifestyle shots of SHIMANO STEPS components can be downloaded

at: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jccvcqtrrwxemk4/AADlYQuTyagKTXKiYayLZepca?dl=0

 

2.       Video: A short video explanation of the Sweat test results can be found here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qn0PrV-1eFo&feature=youtu.be

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qn0PrV-1eFo&feature=youtu.be
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jccvcqtrrwxemk4/AADlYQuTyagKTXKiYayLZepca?dl=0


3.       For more SHIMANO STEPS E6100 press releases: See the media centre here:

https://media.shimano-eu.com    Username: shimanomedia  Password: 5h1m4n0m3d14     

 

4.       Methodology: The test was conducted by Sports Science Agency. The six participants,

aged between 24-36 years, were made up of four male and two female subjects. Each

participants’ trials were separated by at least 90 minutes so that the exertion of the first trial did

not impact the second trial. Prior to each trial, participants recorded their nude body mass in

order to later determine sweat loss. Participants cycled at a power output equal to 2 W/kg body

mass for males and 1.5 W/kg for females to simulate typical commuting power and duration.

During the trials heart rate, rating of perceived exertion and tympanic temperature were

recorded at 1 ,3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 minutes. Following the cycling effort participants fully

toweled off sweat from the skin and hair before recording their nude body mass. The protocol

was undertaken for both e-Bike (SHIMANO STEPS E6100) and regular bike (Raleigh Strada 5).

 

5.       *RPE - A scale of difficulty that is measured from 1-6. 1 rated as “Light” and 6 rate as

“Max Out”

 

6.       About Shimano Europe: Founded in 1921, Shimano is dedicated to helping its

customers get closer to nature, supporting people to realize their dreams and create new

lifestyles. That comes with the desire to create outstanding cycling products and apparel. With

almost 100 years’ experience in creating internationally renowned bicycle components,

Shimano is proud to have developed products that continue to take countless athletes to victory

and provide the means for limitless global bicycle journeys. For more information see

www.shimano.com.
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